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Abstract – Limitations in data quantity and quality are common in fisheries management and affect whether and how
stock assessments are carried out. We demonstrate the applicability of spatially-explicit management strategy evaluation
(MSE) for connecting sampling designs of substrate-associated fishes in highly heterogeneous habitats to evaluation
of stock status and to decision-making. Simulation-based analysis is conducted to understand how survey precision
influences assessment and decision-making performance for a black grouper (Mycteroperca bonaci) fishery within the
Florida Keys reef tract. Rather than delving into statistical principles of survey design, we examine the performance
of well-designed surveys in the currency of achieving fishery management objectives. In practical terms, our approach
draws attention to subtle aspects of how data precision can affect achievement of management objectives. Our discussion
centers on the idea that the interconnected properties of survey precision, stock assessment, and precaution taken in
decision-making must be jointly considered in fisheries management policies.
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1 Introduction

Understanding whether resource monitoring programs ad-
equately support management decisions is fundamental to fish-
eries science. A primary concern is how different kinds of data
inform stock status determination and support management ac-
tions aimed at controlling exploitation rates (Magnusson and
Hilborn 2007). Of related concern is whether resource surveys
are designed with sufficient precision (low variance) to sup-
port decision-making (Houk and van Woesik 2013; Olsen et al.
1999). Together, types of data inputs and data precision affect
accuracy and precision of stock status determination, manage-
ment reference point calculations, and the scientific merit and
certainty associated with management decisions. It is therefore
valuable to consider the collective performance of manage-
ment strategies beginning with monitoring designs and ending
with management decision-making.

A simulation-based approach that emphasizes these in-
terconnections is known as management strategy evaluation
(Butterworth and Punt 1999; Hertz and Thomas 1983; Punt
et al. 2014; Sainsbury et al. 2000). A fisheries management
strategy consists of a monitoring design that describes how
data are collected, scientific analysis that typically consists
of a stock assessment, and a set of decisions for adjusting
management tactics (Sainsbury et al. 2000). MSE simulates
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a management system in its entirety, so that MSE can be
used to link spatial-temporal fish dynamics, monitoring proto-
cols, fishery behavior, and decision-making (Butterworth et al.
2010; Pelletier and Mahévas 2005; Sainsbury et al. 2000).
Management strategy performance is evaluated in terms of
whether pre-stated management objectives are likely to be
achieved. When designing monitoring protocols, MSE is ap-
pealing because survey design questions can be addressed in
performance currencies that are directly relevant to resource
managers. Further, where changes or improvement to moni-
toring protocols are not feasible, MSE can be used to identify
management strategies that are robust to data reliability issues.
MSE is an attractive approach for investigating the effects of
monitoring on overall management strategy performance be-
cause the effects of data inputs are propagated through the
management system.

We use two examples to illustrate the integration of survey
design considerations with fishery decision-making through
simulated MSE. The first example evaluates the role of
biomass survey precision in a management strategy aimed at
optimizing fishery yields using a stock assessment model. The
second example describes connections between survey pre-
cision and a model-free (or empirical) management strategy
that does not rely on a stock assessment. Our examples are
constructed using a spatially-explicit individual-based model
(IBM) that simulates spatial-temporal dynamics of substrate
associated fishes within the Florida Keys coral reef ecosystem
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Fig. 1. Simulation framework for management strategy evaluation.

(Richards et al. 2011; Smith et al. 2011). IBMs have been pre-
viously developed to describe fish stock dynamics (DeAngelis
et al. 1991; Rose et al. 1999; van Winkle et al. 1998) and have
sometimes been used to evaluate fisheries monitoring and as-
sessment procedures (Codling 2008; McDonald et al. 2008;
Miethe et al. 2009; Saul et al. 2012). Of the advancements
made in describing fish stock dynamics, IBMs that simulate
areal distributions and movement of fish hold considerable po-
tential for evaluating spatial aspects of fisheries management
(Huse 2001; Huse and Giske 1998; Railsback et al. 1999; Tyler
and Rose 1994). In addition, IBMs are well suited to incorpo-
rating biological characteristics that are otherwise difficult to
incorporate in numerical simulations, like individual variation
in size and growth rates (Alós et al. 2010; Bunnell and Miller
2005; Hart 2001; Russo et al. 2009).

A unique component of our IBM is simulation of the sur-
vey implementation process, which we base on a Neyman
effort allocation scheme (Cochran 1977; Thompson 2012).
Allocation of sampling effort is based on feedback from pre-
vious sampling events. Consequently, two feedback loops op-
erate concurrently in our simulations: survey implementation
and management decisions that modify fishery tactics (Fig. 1).
Our two MSE examples illustrate the interconnected aspects of
the often disparate processes of statistical sampling design and
fishery management decision-making. The examples comple-
ment one another because they highlight the use of MSE for
reconciling data limitations with expectations about achieving
fishery objectives (Dowling et al. 2015). They contrast a data-
moderate circumstance aimed at achieving MSY-based man-
agement objectives with a data-limited circumstance aimed at
sustainable, but perhaps not optimal, catch rates. Advance-
ment of data-limited stock assessment has been rapid, but
there remains a lack of clarity about how data-limited met-
rics and decision-making processes should collectively operate
(Cope and Punt 2009; Martell and Froese 2012). MSE can help
to evaluate whether monitoring and decision-making will to-
gether lead to repetitive errors in decision-making or whether
reasonable success can be achieved in the face of combined
challenges associated with monitoring, fishery stock assess-
ment, and decision-making.

2 Spatially explicit IBM

Purpose – an individual-based model (IBM) simulated an
age-structured fish stock whose distribution was associated
with a spatially-heterogeneous coral reef environment. In the
following sections, the simulation framework is described ac-
cording to the Overview, Design concepts, and Details (ODD)
protocol for IBM development (Grimm et al. 2006).

State variables and scales – the simulation framework
comprised four main components: a coral reef environment,
individual fish, a fishery, and a biomass survey. The coral reef
environment consisted of artificial landscapes that had verti-
cal relief properties similar to those found in the 885 km2

spatial domain Florida Keys reef tract. Vertical relief (m) de-
scribes the height of benthic structures, including coral and
rocky outcrops and was utilized because reef fish distribu-
tions are known to be correlated with substrate characteris-
tics (Chapman and Kramer 1999; Farmer and Ault 2011; Sluka
et al. 2001). Individual fish were characterized by age, length,
whole weight, and location. The simulated fishery was subject
to a minimum harvest length and all individuals were equally
susceptible to harvest regardless of location in the environ-
ment. Biomass surveys were generated by simulating stratified
random sampling within artificial landscapes.

Process overview and scheduling – during each monthly
time step, model processes occurred in the following order:
growth, recruitment, spawning, and mortality. Spawning oc-
curred only at the beginning of the year and recruits were
added at the beginning of the following year. The simulated
fishery operated during the last eight months of each year. Sim-
ulations were constructed in the Java programming language
using the multi-individual simulation library MASON (Luke
et al. 2005). With the exception of spawning and recruitment,
processes were carried out through synchronous updating of
state variables.

Initialization and inputs – each simulation run was ini-
tialized with a different random seed. At the beginning of
each simulation, a unique realization of the coral reef envi-
ronment was generated. Prior to using the simulated fish stock
in the MSE, model processes were initially stepped forward
for 100 years at a constant fishing mortality rate to generate an
already exploited stock that was reduced to 50% of its unfished
spawning biomass. Model inputs were (1) statistical properties
of vertical relief of the Florida Keys Reef tract, (2) life history
characteristics of black grouper (Mycterperca bonaci), a large
economically important species of the family Serranidae (Ta-
bles 1 and 2), and (3) a stochastic stock-recruitment function.

Submodels – Artificial landscapes were generated because
actual mapping data at fine spatial resolution was only avail-
able for parts of the Florida Keys reef tract (Smith et al. 2011).
Artificial landscapes were generated as fractional Brownian
surfaces. Two-dimensional fractional Brownian surfaces exist
within a class of neutral landscape models employed in land-
scape ecology and can be used to capture the spatial properties
of actual landscapes (Keitt 2000; Li et al. 2004; Peitgen and
Saupe 1988; Stein 2002; With and King 1997). Spatially auto-
correlated grid cell values were simulated using the Random-
Fields package in the statistical computing software R (R De-
velopment Core Team 2012; Schlather et al. 2013). Simulated
landscapes consisted of 13 630 grid cells of 200 m by 200 m
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Table 1. Reproductive processes and parameters used in simulating fish population dynamics. Dashes indicate derived quantities, i is individual
identifier, and t is annual time step.

Processes Equations and algorithms Parameters Values
Annual

Rt =
Bt−1

a+bBt−1
exp

(
Normal

(
0, σ2

R

)) Rt Annual recruits –
recruitment

Bt
Spawning

–
biomass

a = S̃ (1−z)
4z a, b

Stock-recruitment
–

parameters

b = 5z−1
4zR0

R0
Unfished

50 000
recruitment

z Steepness 0.75
S̃ Unfished SBR 45

Log-scale
σR standard 0.6

deviation
Spawning

Bs
t =

∑
i

WiMatiFemalei Bs
t

Spawning
–

biomass (kg) biomass
Proportion

Mati(Li) = 1
1+exp(−κ(Li−Lmat))

κ Curvature 0.0139
mature Lmat Inflection (mm) 832.7

Sex
Femalei(Li) = 1

1+exp(−θ(Li−L f ))
θ Curvature –0.0158

transition Lf Inflection (mm) 1213.7

Table 2. Growth and mortality processes and parameters. Dashes indicate derived quantities, i is individual identifier, and t is annual time step.

Processes Equations and algorithms Parameters Values
Growth

Li(t) = L∞,i
(
1 − exp (−Ki (ti − t0))

) Li(a) Total length –
in total

L∞,i ∼ N
(
μ∞, σ2

∞
) L∞,i Asymptotic length –

length

Ki ∼ Γ (sK , rK )

Ki Brody growth coefficient (yr−1) –
(mm)

μ∞
Mean asymptotic

1362
length (mm)

σ∞
Variance

38
asymptotic length

sK/rK
Mean growth

0.138
coefficient (t−1)

sK/r2
K

Variance
0.014

growth coefficient
t0 Coefficient –0.87

Whole weight
Wi = aW LbW

i

Wi Total weight –
conversion aW Factor 4.46 × 10−9

(kg) bW Factor 3.18

Mortality Mi(Li) = MRef
LRef

Li

MRef
Reference

0.12
(year−1)

mortality (t−1)
LRef Reference length 832.7

dimension (545.2 km2). The landscapes represented three spa-
tial properties of the Florida Keys Reef tract (Fig. 2). First,
the spatial distribution of contiguous grid cells followed the
irregularly shaped cross-shelf distribution of reef habitats that
extend approximately 250 km between Key West and Miami,
Florida. Second, simulated spatial distribution of vertical relief
reflected empirical measures of spatial autocorrelation among
neighboring grid cells. And third, the irregularly shaped grid
was divided into cross-shelf habitat strata reflecting measured
means and variances in vertical relief across reef formation
types, including inshore patch reefs and offshore fore reefs.

Newly recruiting individuals were added to the landscape
in proportion to vertical relief, Vc, in each cell, c, using a dis-

crete choice logit model (Train 2002):

pc =
exp(βVc)∑

c
exp(βVc)

, (1)

where β was a coefficient describing the slope of the re-
lationship between occupancy probability and vertical relief
(Harford et al. 2016). Total age-1 recruits was calculated us-
ing a Beverton and Holt function with lognormally-distributed
process error (σR; Table 1).

Growth in length occurred according to the function de-
scribed by von Bertalanffy (1938). Stochastic growth was in-
corporated by assigning each recruit a unique growth trajectory
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 (200 m x 200 m grid cells) 
 

Fig. 2. Spatial hierarchy of the artificial landscape of the Florida Keys
coral reef ecosystem. Scale (numbers 1 to 7) refers to the cross-shelf
habitat strata used to distribute individual fish and to stratify survey
effort: (1) low-medium rugosity inshore patch reefs, (2) low-medium
rugosity mid-channel patch reefs, (3) low-medium rugosity offshore
patch reefs, (4) high rugosity offshore patch reefs, (5) low-medium
rugosity outer fore reef, (6) low-medium rugosity outer fore reef, and
(7) high rugosity outer fore reef.

that was derived from empirical data (Harford 2014). Assign-
ing individuals unique growth trajectories was not intended to
imply that individual-level growth variation arose strictly from
intrinsic factors; rather, the approach was intended to repro-
duce an empirical pattern. Unique growth trajectories were
assigned by varying asymptotic length, L∞, and the Brody
growth coefficient, K, according to Gaussian and gamma dis-
tributions, respectively (Table 2). Age-1 recruits were each
individually assigned L∞ and K, thus variable lengths-at-
recruitment occurred as well as individual growth trajectories.
Growth in length was a function of age, however, other life
history characteristics (i.e. weight, natural mortality, maturity,
and sexual transition) were functions of length. Thus, individ-
ual growth variation introduced natural process variability to
the timing of life history events like maturation. Incorporating
individual growth variation was also useful because the sim-
ulated fishery was regulated, in part, through minimum har-
vest length restrictions, as are actual grouper fisheries, and thus
incorporating individual variation produced more realistic ex-
ploitation patterns (SEDAR 2010). Fish movement was not ex-
plored in the simulations as many reef-associated fishes tend to
exhibit low mobility.

Survival was a function of length-based (L) natural mor-
tality rate, M, and fishing mortality, F, and was converted into
survival probability, S = exp(−M(L) − F). Natural mortality
was specified as an inverse function of length and scaled so
that average lifetime natural mortality was 0.09 year−1 based
on black grouper longevity of 33 years (Table 2; Alagaraja
1984; Lorenzen 1996). Each individual survived to the fol-
lowing month if their survival probability was greater than a
randomly generated number between 0 and 1. When an in-
dividual did not survive, mortality was attributed to fishing
if a second random draw was less than the harvest fraction,

Fig. 3. Example time series of biomass and catch (A) and biomass
survey (B).

F/(F + M(L)). The fishery was subject to a minimum harvest
length of 610 mm, which is consistent with actual U.S. reg-
ulation of black grouper (SEDAR 2010), and the fishery was
simulated without implementation error.

The biomass survey was designed using an optimality pro-
cedure for allocating survey effort (Cochran 1977; Thompson
2012). Sampling effort consisted of the total number of 200 m
by 200 m grid cells that were sampled. Using the cross-shelf
habitat strata of the artificial landscapes as sampling strata,
inputs to the optimality procedure were: a running average
of within-strata variances in density from the previous three
years, the number of grid cells in each stratum, and the target
observation error (CV) of the mean density estimator. From
these inputs, survey effort and allocation among strata was
calculated that was expected to achieve the target observa-
tion error (Table 3; Cochran 1977; Thompson 2012). Thus,
the survey design maintained a target CV across changes in
stock biomass by adjusting sampling effort and spatial alloca-
tion of effort (Fig. 3B). Consequently, observation noise was
not simply added to the survey of true stock density; rather,
a realistic survey design was simulated, including calculating
future sampling effort based on previous (and potentially im-
precise) surveys (e.g. Smith et al. 2011). Survey catchability
within sampled grid cells was set to 0.01.

2.1 An example of an MSY-based harvest control rule

We used a simple management strategy based upon
Schaefer surplus production to introduce connections between
data inputs, fishery reference point estimation, stock sta-
tus determination, and decision-making. Simulated surveys
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Table 3. Equations used in optimality procedure for survey effort allocation for stratified random sampling, described by Cochran (1977) and
Thompson (2012). h is cross-shelf habitat strata, d is sampling-domain-wide estimate, T is the number of strata.

Parameter Equation Definition

Uh Uh =
1
gh

gh∑
i=1

Uh,i Sample mean for stratum h

gh Grid cells sampled in stratum h

varh varh =
1
gh−1

gh∑
i=1

(
Uh,i − Uh

)2
Sample variance for stratum h

Ud Ud =
T∑

h=1
whUh Sampling-domain-wide mean biomass density

wh wh =
Gh

T∑
h=1

Gh

Stratum weight

Gh Total number of grid cells in stratum h

var
[
Ud

]
var

[
Ud

]
=

T∑
h=1
w2

h

(
Gh−gh

Gh

)
varh
gh

Domain wide variance of mean biomass density

g∗ g∗ =

(
T∑

h=1
wh
√

varh

)2

var∗+ 1
T∑

h=1
Gh

T∑
h=1
whvarh

Total number of samples required to achieve target variance

var∗ var∗ = CV∗Ud Target variance
CV∗ Target coefficient of variation of domain wide biomass density estimate
g∗h g∗h = g

∗ wh
√

varh
T∑

h=1
wh
√

varh

Optimal allocation of total samples among strata

and a model-based stock assessment procedure were used
to estimate current stock status and maximum sustainable
yield (MSY) reference points. Surplus production modeling is
sometimes considered a simplistic representation of stock dy-
namics; however, its simplicity contributes to its importance
in fisheries management (Zhang 2013). We therefore used sur-
plus production in this example to demonstrate the capacity for
simple biomass dynamic models to be subsequently linked to
harvest control rules that attempt to achieve MSY-based fish-
ery management objectives.

MSE procedure – after initializing the IBM, 50-year se-
quences of biomass depletion followed by modest recovery
were simulated because this type of biomass trend contains
information needed to estimate both unfished biomass and
the intrinsic rate of increase via a surplus production model
(Fig. 3A; Hilborn and Walters 1992). During each simula-
tion run, fishery-independent surveys were concurrently im-
plemented, each designed to achieve a constant CV between
0.1 and 0.5. Time series of yields and survey indices were used
in the stock assessment model to estimate reference points and
were compared to the true reference points obtained from the
IBM. The Schaefer (1954) surplus production can be written:

BE
t+1 = BE

t + rBE
t

(
1 − BE

t

B0

)
− Ywt , (2)

where r is intrinsic rate of increase, and B0 is unfished biomass,
and Yw is yield in weight and BE is exploitable biomass at
time t. In fitting, surveys were specified as having log-normally
distributed error structure (Ut ∼ lognormal(qU BE

t , σ
2
U)), where

qU is a proportionality constant and σ2
U is residual variance.

Statistical fitting was carried out using AD Model Builder
by minimizing a concentrated negative log-likelihood function

(− logΛ):

− logΛ =
n
2

log

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝1
n

∑(
log

(
Ut

BE
t

)
− 1

n

∑
log

(
Ut

BE
t

))2⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠ , (3)

where q and σ2
U were concentrated out of the log-likelihood

by specifying these parameters at their maximum likelihood
estimators, thus leaving point estimates of r, B0 and initial
biomass as a fraction of B0 to be estimated (Fournier et al.
2012; Walters and Ludwig 1994).

MSE results – we found that survey precision affected bias
and precision of MSY estimates. Surveys with lower CVs pro-
duced more accurate MSY estimates, and as survey indices be-
came less precise estimation uncertainty of MSY was inflated
(Figs. 4B, 4D, 4F, 4H). Across all levels of survey precision,
MSY estimator precision was not correlated with bias, sug-
gesting that biased estimates were not necessarily imprecise
and vice versa. Since MSY = rB0/4, we examined whether es-
timation uncertainty in r or B0 was contributing to uncertainty
in MSY. Correlation between precision of B0 and r was high
(Pearson’s correlation coefficient = 0.85). Accordingly, preci-
sion of MSY was affected by precision of r (Pearson’s cor-
relation coefficient = 0.54) and by precision of B0 (Pearson’s
correlation coefficient = 0.84). Our findings also demonstrated
that MSY tended to be overestimated at all levels of survey
precision (Fig. 4). This result reflects the differences between
the complex individual-based stock dynamics used to simulate
the fish stock and the simplified assessment model used to es-
timate reference points. In addition, overestimates of MSY are
often obtained using surplus production modeling for species
with low intrinsic rates of increase, like black grouper (Hilborn
1979; Mohn 1980; Zhang 2013). True biomass expected to
produce MSY was �0.3B0 in our IBM and not =0.5B0 that is
assumed by the formulation of the Schaefer surplus production
model.
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Fig. 4. Estimated maximum sustainable yield (̂MS Y), divided by
the true value with associated estimator precision reported as coef-
ficient of variation (CV). Shown are estimates obtained from fitting a
Schaefer production model to survey density recorded without obser-
vation error (A,B), and survey target CV of 0.1 (C,D), survey target
CV of 0.3 (E,F), and survey target CV of 0.5 (G, H). n refers to the
number of successful fits obtained from 200 simulated datasets.

Having explored precision and bias of reference point esti-
mation, we simulated harvest control rules (HCRs) that linked
surveys and stock assessment to decision-making. In practi-
cal terms, we asked whether biased and imprecise manage-
ment quantities can still lead to reasonable achievement of
management objectives or whether there would be a consid-
erable chance of management failure. MSE performance was
measured in terms of whether HCRs would (1) guide biomass
towards the estimated target of 0.5B0, which is the biomass
level associated with MSY in the Schaefer surplus production
model, and (2) avoid biomass levels associated with overfished
status, which was specified as biomass below 0.2B0. After
model initialization and a 50 year depletion-rebuilding period,
a HCR was used to adjust annual fishing effort. The adjusted
effort level was implemented and the simulation was stepped
ahead one year (in one month increments). Then, time series
of catch and survey biomass were updated and an assessment
was conducted with the now incrementally longer time series.
HCRs were implemented in this manner for 50 years. An MSY
HCR specified Ftarget = FMS Y = 0.5r; a value which was es-
timated each year from the surplus production model fitted to

Fig. 5. Simulated perfect information about target fishing effort fol-
lowing a 50-year period of biomass depletion and recovery. His-
togram shows distribution of terminal biomass as fractions of un-
fished state for 200 simulation runs; solid line is median relative
biomass.

survey data. Given that fishing effort is proportional to fishing
mortality:

Ftarget = q ftarget, (4)

and that fishing mortality in the previous year could be esti-
mated as

Ft−1 = − log
(
1 − Ywt−1

/
BE

t−1

)
= q ft−1. (5)

Effort adjustments could be made by re-arranging the two pre-
vious equations:

Ft−1

ft−1
=

Ftarget
ftarget

, (6)

and solving for the value of ftarget. Total annual effort was
set to the resulting target, with the additional conditions that
effort increases did not exceed 20% annually and in instances
of model fitting failure, effort was held constant at the previous
year’s value as a status quo decision.

To put the MSE results into context, we first carried out
simulations using perfect information about fishing effort that
would produce target biomass of 0.5B0 (Fig. 5). This means
that rather than using the HCR, fishing effort was set annu-
ally to ftarget, obtained from the ‘true’ stock dynamics. Using
perfect information demonstrated the extent to which fluctua-
tions above and below the target biomass (1/2B0) would oc-
cur because of natural recruitment fluctuations and stochastic
growth of individuals that prevent precise control of fish stocks
(Hatton et al. 2006; Larkin 1977). The MSY control rule was
less effective than the perfect information simulations in guid-
ing biomass towards 0.5B0, but avoided undesirable biomass
declines (Fig. 6). Survey precision influenced the extent to
which biomass declined to undesirably low levels. Under sur-
vey CVs of 0.2 and 0.5, 6% and 13% of simulation runs fell
below 0.2B0, respectively. By dissecting MSE outputs, it was
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Fig. 6. Simulated MSY control rule informed by fitting routine with
survey target CVs of 0.2 (A) and 0.5 (B). Histograms show distribu-
tion of terminal biomass as fractions of unfished state for 200 simu-
lation runs; solid line is median relative biomass.

also possible to determine how problems arose in our manage-
ment system. In simulations where biomass fell below 0.2B0,
current fishing mortality rates tended to underestimated. Con-
sequently, the control rule increased fishing effort – often in
consecutive years – because fishing mortality was incorrectly
perceived to be much lower than FMS Y . Stock declines were
also accelerated through overestimation of stock productivity,
as this was a symptom of applying surplus production to a low-
productivity fish stock.

Given survey imprecision, inaccurate stock dynamics us-
ing surplus production, and modest performance of the MSY
HCR, it seemed appropriate to also consider a more conser-
vative HCR. MSE was repeated using a more precautionary
target of Ftarget = 0.5FMS Y . In contrast to the MSY con-
trol rule, the precautionary control rule resulted in higher av-
erage biomass (Fig. 7). The precautionary control rule resulted
in 70% and 65% of simulated biomass trends being greater
than 0.5B0 after 50 simulated years under target survey CVs
of 0.2 and 0.5, respectively; whereas the MSY control rule re-

Fig. 7. Simulated precautionary control rule informed by fitting rou-
tine with survey target CVs of 0.2 (A) and 0.5 (B). Histograms show
distribution of terminal biomass as fractions of unfished state for 200
simulation runs; solid line is median relative biomass.

sulted in <15% of simulations above this biomass level. Not
surprisingly, protection against the stock becoming overfished
was also improved with <4% of simulation runs falling below
0.2B0 across all survey CVs. Thus, we demonstrated that sur-
vey precision affects management strategy performance, but
also that realistic constraints on survey precision and stock as-
sessment modeling should contribute to considerations of pre-
caution in setting reference points for fisheries management.

2.2 An example of a model-free harvest control rule

For contrast with the assessment-based control rules, a
model-free (or empirical) harvest control rule was imple-
mented to reflect a low data method that could be used in
the absence of a reliable yield history. Model-free control
rules are often based on relative biomass trends and do not
incorporate yield data, which would be necessary to scale
relative biomass trends to absolute biomass (Apostolaki and
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Hillary 2009). Design of management strategies based upon
model-free control rules has received considerable recent at-
tention (De Oliveira and Butterworth 2004; Hilborn et al.
2002; Prince et al. 2011). The straightforward and tractable
nature of model-free management strategies has further led
to performance comparisons against strategies that rely on
complex stock assessment procedures (Geromont and Butter-
worth 2015a). But model-free control rules have particularly
gained acceptance because of their modest data requirements
(Carruthers et al. 2015; Geromont and Butterworth 2015b).
Model-free control rules have been developed for North At-
lantic and Australian fisheries (Cook 2013; Little et al. 2011;
Pomarede et al. 2010), and have also been proposed for man-
agement of Caribbean conch (Strombus gigas) and spiny lob-
ster (Panulirus argus) fisheries and for coastal Pacific fishery
management in conjunction with the use of marine reserves
(Babcock and MacCall 2011; McGilliard et al. 2011; MER
2015). In instances where unreliable yield data are not use-
ful in stock assessment, calls have also been made for related
approaches to stock assessment and harvest regulation (Mesnil
et al. 2009; Porch et al. 2006).

MSE procedure – A simple control rule was formulated
that was aimed at (1) maintaining current biomass stability
with respect to a historical relative biomass reference point
(Apostolaki and Hillary 2009; Hilborn et al. 2002) and (2)
avoiding biomass levels associated with overfished status. This
example reflects an instance of data limitation where data types
(i.e. no catch data) and survey data precision are of manage-
ment concern. The model-free HCR adjusted effort through the
approach developed by Apostolaki and Hillary (2009):

ft =

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝ 1
10

t−1∑
j=t−10

f j

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠ γt, (7)

where a moving-average of the previous 10 years effort levels
was adjusted using a multiplicative factor, γt. The multiplica-
tive factor was calculated as:

γt =

1
10

t−1∑
i=t−10

Ui

Uhistoric
(8)

where U is the moving average relative biomass survey over
a period of the previous 10 years, and Uhistoric is the historical
relative biomass reference point. A ten year moving average
was selected to control inter-annual effort variation.

MSE results – The model-free control rule performed well
even when surveys had target CVs of 0.5, as biomass fluctu-
ations associated with effort changes were not extreme and
rarely trended towards an overfished state (Fig. 8). Slightly
poorer biomass stability was associated with surveys with
higher target CV, but this control rule fared well at avoiding
low biomass levels, with 0% and 0.5% of simulations falling
below 0.2B0 under survey CVs of 0.2 and 0.5, respectively.

3 Discussion

Simulations suggested that balancing survey precision,
stock assessment complexity, and the degree of precaution

Fig. 8. Simulated model-free control rule with survey target CVs of
0.2 (A) and 0.5 (B). Histograms show distribution of terminal biomass
as fractions of unfished state for 200 simulation runs; solid line is
median relative biomass.

taken in decision-making are important and interconnected
considerations in fisheries management. Simulations incorpo-
rated natural process variation through individual growth het-
erogeneity and through recruitment deviations. Observation er-
ror was controlled through sampling intensity, but importantly,
decisions about sampling intensity were themselves dependent
on previous sampling events, which were subject to impreci-
sion. Consequently, simulated noisy biomass surveys repre-
sented biological and sampling processes that separately and
successively introduced variation into observed data. This ap-
proach perhaps better represented the conditions faced by sci-
entists and managers and avoided the unrealistic presumption
that simulated survey trends fluctuate in a simple stochastic
manner (Walters and Martell 2004).

In the first example that used a surplus production model,
survey precision had a clear role in instances of undesirable
biomass declines, as the number of simulation runs where
biomass fell below 0.2B0 was twice as high for surveys with
target CVs of 0.5 as it was for surveys with CVs of 0.2.
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Simulations also suggested that the assessment procedure it-
self, regardless of survey precision, contributed to biases in pa-
rameter estimation. Contrasting outcomes between example 1
(model-based) and example 2 (model-free or empirical) HCRs
was instructive about trade-offs between the extent to which
management objectives can be achieved and the types and pre-
cision of data inputs that would be required to do so. In the
absence of a stock assessment model, the model-free control
rule performed well at avoiding undesirable biomass declines.
However, performance of the model-free control rule was eval-
uated against the objective of maintaining historical relative
biomass, rather than against MSY-based reference points. This
situation raises a relevant policy question about the ways in
which management objectives and data availability are inter-
connected. In some instances, legislative mandates may de-
termine management objectives, and consequently, design of
monitoring programs that can best address these objectives.
Conversely, limited data availability may constrain the ex-
tent to which management objectives can be achieved. Model-
based and model-free approaches also performed differently
in terms of yield stability. By examining the final 10 years of
each MSE variant, catch stability was compared during peri-
ods of relatively stable biomass that were at similar levels of
overall stock depletion. Using perfect information about fish-
ing effort that would produce target biomass of 0.5B0, inter-
annual variation in yield had a mean CV of 0.04. In compar-
ison, the MSY control rule produced inter-annual yield vari-
ation with mean CVs of 0.13 and 0.17 for surveys with tar-
get CVs of 0.2 and 0.5, respectively. Inter-annual variation
in yield for the precautionary control rule was more in-line
with the variation expected from the perfect information con-
trol rule (catch CVs 0.05 and 0.07 for survey target CVs of 0.2
and 0.5, respectively). Without requiring an assessment model,
the model-free (or empirical) control rule produced catch sta-
bility levels that were similar to model-based HCRs (mean
CVs of 0.08 and 0.11 for surveys with CVs of 0.2 and 0.5,
respectively).

Often, data limitations are thought of as a lack of yield and
fishing effort histories, biomass indices, or age composition
data; all of which are used in stock assessment (Hilborn and
Walters 1992). However, when data are available, more subtle
aspects of data bias and precision affect how useful data are for
informing fisheries management. In ecosystems where highly
heterogeneous habitats influence fish distributions, sampling
designs must account for this complexity; otherwise, evalu-
ations of stock status and responses to management actions
are likely to be inaccurate (Ault et al. 2013; Gerber et al.
2007, 2003; Jennings 2001; Smith et al. 2011). Simulation
studies that incorporate spatial heterogeneity in habitat con-
figuration and in fish distribution, like those presented in this
study, are uncommon (Meester et al. 2004; Saul et al. 2012).
In addition, spatially explicit IBMs are only beginning to be
used to evaluate monitoring designs for spatially-structured
fish stocks (Thorson et al. 2012). Where previous spatial man-
agement evaluations have been conducted, simulation-based
approaches have typically represented coastal environments as
one-dimensional linear arrays (Babcock and MacCall 2011;
Hilborn et al. 2006; Kellner et al. 2007; McGilliard et al. 2011;
Ralston and O’Farrell 2008). Through spatially explicit simu-

lation, our approach better reflected processes that give rise
to variation in survey indices. However, our straight-forward
examples did not address fish movement, which is frequently
identified as a key management uncertainty where spatial het-
erogeneity in fishing effort (e.g. marine reserves) influences
fish density (Guénette et al. 1998; Meester et al. 2001; Sale
et al. 2005). Although reef fish tend to display low movement,
larger grouper species sometimes maintain home ranges larger
than the 200 m by 200 m grid cell that was used in the simula-
tions, and thus, movement effects on monitoring design require
additional consideration (Chapman and Kramer 2000; Farmer
and Ault 2011).

The use of spatially-explicit simulation frameworks to
evaluate strategies for fisheries management that link sampling
considerations to decision-making is only beginning to be ex-
plored (McDonald et al. 2008; Meester et al. 2001; Sainsbury
1991). There has been considerable study on statistical prin-
ciples of sampling design, including the strengths and weak-
nesses of various approaches (Cochran 1977; Manly et al.
2002; Peterman 1990; Thompson and Seber 1996; Walters
1986). But how well fish survey designs translate into infor-
mation that can accurately inform fisheries management is not
as well established. Our examples provided little direct advice
on fish stock sampling designs. Instead, we mirror the view-
points of Houk and van Woesik (2013) and Olsen et al. (1999)
that survey design should connect more directly to pertinent
resource management questions that need to be addressed. We
present this viewpoint in the context of controlling fish har-
vests and illustrate the end-to-end connection between moni-
toring and decision-making through MSE. Our conceptual ex-
amples demonstrated that MSE can be useful for addressing
questions related to data limitations, like: can existing sam-
pling designs be informative enough to avoid the need for
additional data collection? And, what management objectives
are achievable, given realistic constraints on the data that is
available? Thus, we suggest that understanding connections
between the subtleties of survey design, quantitative stock as-
sessment, and harvest control rules remains an important mul-
tidisciplinary research priority.
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